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Abstract

With the advance in the plasmonics and metamaterials research field, it became more and more important to fabricate, thin and smooth Au metal films in a reliable way. Here, by thin films we mean that their average is height below 10 nm and their average roughness is below 5% of the total thickness. In this article, we investigated the use of amino- and mercapto-silanes to increase the adhesion of Au on Si wafers thus obtaining a smooth and thin layer. This method do not include the uses of other metals to improve the adhesion of gold, like Ti or Cr, since they would reduce the optical characteristics of the structure. Our results show that layers having 6 nm thickness and below 0.3 nm roughness can be reproducibly obtained using amino-silanes. Layers having a nominal thickness of 5 nm have a yield of 50% thus this thickness is the limit for the process that we investigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of having 10 nm layers of metal on a substrate is a research topic widely studied [1][2][3]. It would be useful in several applications such as of plasmonic waveguides [4] or hyperbolic metamaterials [5]. Ultrathin, ultrasmooth metal layer on dielectrics can allow us to increase the band of use of hyperbolic meta-materials and can highly increase propagation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) through the structure [6][7], thus bringing this field closer to the large-scale implementation level. The main parameters to be considered for improving the functionality are roughness, thickness and optical properties of the metal.

The objective of this work is to investigate the possibility of improving the adhesion of gold on silicon oxide in order to decrease the thickness of the layer of metal on the dielectric substrate. The deposition of Au on silicon or oxidized substrates follows the Volmer-Weber growth mode, thus creating a perfect layer only over a certain thickness through clusters that connect to each other. A reduction of this lower limit for the thickness can be achieved by improving the adhesion between Au and the substrate. The current value for this limit is between 10 and 15 nm [8][9]. The usual approach for adhesion improvement is using Ti or Cr layers. The addition of other metals decreases the optical properties of the layer and this effect is more evident for thin films since the ratio between Au and the other metal increase. In this work we analyse a way to increase the adhesion of gold that does not include the use of other metals.

This study analyses the adhesion given by various organosilane chemicals [10][11][12]. These organosilanes bind to the silicon surface by hydrolysis and condensation of silane creating covalent bonds on the surface. Linked to silane, a carbon chain connects the substrate with a radical. Different radicals were evaluated and their quality as adhesion promoters for gold was analysed. Furthermore, we studied the deposition of various thickness of gold with different deposition rates. We made the latter investigation in order to establish the lower limit for the thickness. The layer quality was investigated using scanning electron
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microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and four-point probe techniques. Although there are tests [13] showing improvement of gold adhesion on silica by using aminosilanes, the limits of Au deposition and a comparison with mercapto-silanes have not been yet investigated, to our knowledge.

II. Methods

The surface treatment consists in immersing a silicon wafer in a solution of 95% of Isopropyl Alcohol, 2.5% of water and 2.5% of silane for three hours [14, 15, 16, 13]. We performed several tests to find the optimum immersion time. Less than three hours would not allow the chemical to react properly with the surface, inducing less adhesion promotion and thus rougher metal layer (not shown). More time would not help to improve the adhesion effect but will increase the amount of polymered silane thus altering the surface layer quality. For this reason we recommend not to leave the wafer in the solution for more than three hours and also to use more solution than needed to just cover the whole wafer. Indeed, the polymered silane seems to accumulate in the upper part of liquid, so having more mixture and keeping the wafer in the lower part of the beaker will result in a cleaner wafer.

We tested four different chemicals, all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich:

• (3-Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane, $HS(CH_2)_3Si(OCH_3)_3$, 95%;
• (3-(2-Aminoethylamino)propyl)trimethoxysilane, $(CH_3O)_3Si(CH_2)_3NHCH_2NH_2$, 80%;
• (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane, $H_2N(CH_2)_3Si(CH_2)_3$, 99%;
• (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane, $H_2N(CH_2)_3Si(OCH_3)_3$, 97%.

For reference, a standard silicon sample have been used.

The deposition of gold was made after the chemical treatment using an E-beam deposition system (deposition pressure $2 - 4 \times 10^{-6} Pa$). We made several tests to understand how the deposition rate effects the surface quality and so the minimum thickness that creates a complete layer. We focused in maintaining the deposition rate as stable as possible and we compares the resultant surface only if made during the same process, to reduce the impact of the uncertainty in the deposition. Thickness from 4 to 10 nm and deposition rates from 5 to 13 Å/s were evaluated.

We have investigated the surfaces after the gold deposition by SEM in order to see the quality and the completeness of the deposited layers. All the images presented show the typical surface of the sample, with a EHT of 5 kV, a magnification of 175,000 and a working distance between 2 and 4 mm. Roughness and thickness measurements were done using AFM. The metal thickness measure comes with higher uncertainties due to the length and positioning of silane on the surface. The sheet resistance has been measured by four point probe measurements. Each sample was measured ten times in different areas and the average and standard deviation of the sheet resistance were calculated.

III. Results

A first test was performed for deciding the best silane to be used. From the images shown in fig. [1] with 6 nm of gold deposited at 9.5 Å/s we were able to see an improvement of the adhesion of the metal on the substrate for all four silanes used, compared with the untreated silicon case. The images regarding the (3-(2-Aminoethylamino)propyl)trimethoxysilane were excluded since they showed results much worse than other chemicals, even if it was still acting as adhesion promoters. This is probably due to the presence of two amino groups, one of which is placed in the middle of the carbon chain.

The presence of voids in the silicon case is much clearer than in the others, but still some are visible on both the (3-
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Figure 1: Images taken using the SEM of samples on which 6 nm of gold have been deposited with a rate of $9.5 \text{ Å/s}$ on Si (a); and after a treatment with (3-Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (b); (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (c); (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (d).
Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane and the (3-(2-Aminoethylamino)-propyl)trimethoxysilane (not shown) treated samples. On the other hand, complete layers are shown on the (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane and the (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane treated samples. We kept the Amino-silanes for further analysis.

Analysing surfaces treated with the same chemicals but with gold deposited at different rates, between 5 and 13 Å/s (maximum rate for our machine), we were able to prove that increasing the deposition rate the surface quality also increases. This effect is shown in fig. 2 where we can see two samples, treated with the same chemical have been covered by gold at different deposition rates.

Analysis using thinner layers proved inconclusive in deciding a difference between the Au layers deposited on these Amino-silanes. We decided to use (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane for the last analysis, since it is more chemically stable. To be noted the deposited adhesion promoter is reactive, thus the Au deposition should be done as soon as possible after the surface treatment. We had a huge decrease of the adhesion promotion for gold deposited after three or five days after the treatment, compared with the ones deposited just after or shortly after the surface treatment.

A sample on which 6 nm of gold was deposited at a rate of 9.5 Å/s was used for the roughness analysis. The results in fig. 3 show a surface roughness below 0.26 nm with an RMS of 0.19 nm.

Further analysis was made using (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane, depositing 5 nm of gold with a rate of 13 Å/s on four set of four samples each. For each set we run a deposition process, using always the same parameters. The resultant images show that 5 nm can be considered the “critical point” for the gold deposition.

We see, in the example in fig. 4 that a deposition of 5 nm of gold cannot create a complete layer in a reproducible manner. We found that the quality of the surfaces is good enough to be considered a layer in about 58% of the cases: 7 out of 12 samples showed the surface covered by a continuous layer of gold.

Due to the combination of a small thickness and fast deposition rate, we have uncertainties in the deposited thickness. Our AFM measurements show a total thickness between 6.0 and 6.8 nm for a 5 nm deposition. Considering that the silane carbon chains has a length of 0.8 nm [17], we have a discrepancy between 0.2 and 1 nm. We believe this discrepancy to arise from the uncertainties on the deposited thickness as well as from the layer roughness. As shown in table 1 we saw high roughness values (22 nm) for the 4 nm thick gold sample, with a maximum height difference of 190 nm. Much lower values for the other samples mean that the roughness decrease rapidly increasing the thickness from 4 to 5 nm, showing that the surface quality has a fast increase. Also, in table 1 are shown the average resistivity and its standard deviation calculated from ten measurements for each sample. The resistivity values have to be compared with the ones estimated from the Drude model for thin gold films.

Based on [18] we calculated the gold resistivity in the long wavelength limit. Thus, for \( \lambda \to \infty \), the resistivity becomes

\[
\rho = \frac{\Gamma(r)}{\omega_p^2 \varepsilon_0}
\]

where \( \Gamma(r) \) is the size-dependent damping frequency and \( \omega_p \) is the plasma frequency. To be noted that for bulk gold, thus when \( r \to \infty \), \( \Gamma(r) \) becomes \( \Gamma_- \). In this case, the bulk gold resistivity is 19.5 nΩm (for further information about the notations refer to [18]). This value is underestimated with respect to the one found in literature, of 24.4 nΩm [19] thus we believe that the calculated values of resistivity also for thin films are slightly underestimated. This fact might easily explain the discrepancy in table 1 where the measured resistivity value is
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Figure 2: Images taken using the SEM of samples on which 5 nm of gold have been deposited with a rate of (a) 5 Å/s and (b) 10 Å/s after a treatment with (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane, on a silicon substrate.

Figure 3: Pictures taken using the AFM of a sample on which 6 nm of gold have been deposited with a rate of 9.5 Å/s after a treatment with (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>219.7</td>
<td>1840.8</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>179.6</td>
<td>326.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>6.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>152.9</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Estimated resistivity for thin gold films calculated from [18]; the average resistivity and its standard deviation calculated from ten measurements, for each sample, made with a four probe method; the roughness, its root mean square and its peak-to-valley maximum value. The considered samples are covered by 4, 5 and 6 nm of gold, respectively, deposited at 9.5 Å/s.
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Figure 4: Pictures taken using the SEM of two samples, made in different processes, on which 5 nm of gold have been deposited with a rate of 13 Å/s using the Alcatel SCM 600 E-beam and sputtering deposition system, after a treatment with (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane. (a) sample n.2, set 1, considered a layer; (b) sample n.2, set 2, not considered a layer.

smaller than the estimated one in the case of the 6 nm thick layer.

IV. Conclusion

We have been able to reproducibly deposit a complete gold layer of 6 nm thick on a silica surface. The adhesion was improved by treating the surface with (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane. Different silanes were compared with an untreated silicon sample and they proved to act as adhesion promoters. Amino-silanes showed better results compared with Mercapto-silanes. We showed that the increase in deposition rate improves the surface quality and lower the minimum thickness limit. The thickness measurement, together with the surface quality check and the four probe resistivity measurement, demonstrated that it is possible to deposit a good-quality gold layer of thickness as low as 5 nm. Finally, roughness measurements showed low average roughness below 0.2 nm with 0.3 nm RMS.
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